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com     CBSE 10th Social Science 2016  

Unsolved Paper 

 Summative Assessment - I 
TIME - 3HR. |    QUESTIONS – 30 

THE MARKS ARE MENTIONED ON EACH QUESTION  

           

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.1.Where has the government of India Implemented the right to work? 1mark 

 

Q.2. Which economic sector has the highest share in GDP In 2003? 1mark 

 

Q.3.What does Overlapping difference signify? 1mark 

 

Q.4.On Which factor communalism is based on? 1mark 

 

Q.5. Who adopted the assembly line production  of cars? 1mark 

 

     OR 

   Which was the first country to undergo industrial revolution? 

     OR 

   Between whom the first section of the underground railway in the world was opened? 
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Q.6.What is the literacy rate among Indian women? 1mark 

 

Q.7. What is the technical term used for diversion channels of the Western Himalayas?     

         1mark 

 

Q.8. Crops, which are grown with the onset of monsoons and are harvested in the months  

        of September – October are known as? 1mark 

 

SECTION - B 

Q.9. What is meant by “Trade Surplus”? Why did Britain have a trade surplus with India?     

         3marks 

 

     OR 

   “Although wages increased somewhat  in the nineteenth century yet they could not      

     improve the welfare of the workers.” How do you agree with this statement ?  

    Explain any three points? 

     OR 

Why did public transport become necessary in England by the Mid 20th century? 

Give three reasons. 

 

Q.10. Taking the example of Carlos, Smith and Norman, explain how social differences  

          divide similar people form one another but also unite very different people. 3marks 

. 

 

Q.11.Why do some people think that it is not correct to politicize social division? Give three  

           reason. 3marks 
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Q.12.”We have different identities in different contents.” Support  the statement with three  

           facts. 3marks 

 

Q.13. State three reasons why  did Europeans flee to America in 19th century. 3marks 

 

OR 

“The old ports of Surat and Hoogly declilned by the end of the 18th century”. Why ? 

Explain any three reasons. 

OR 

Throw light on some of the land reclamation projects of Bombay. 

 

Q.14. “Social divisions exist in most of the countries”. Explain. 3marks 

 

Q.15. Describe any three public facilities needed for the people. 3marks 

 

Q.16. Explain the process of decision marking in your family. Is it democratic? Explain.    

         3marks 

 

Q.17. “Overlapping social differences create possibilities of deep social divisions and  

            tensions”. Justify the statement with an examples. 3marks 

 

Q.18. Explain any three reasons for the conflicts between the Catholics and the Protestants  

          in Northern Ireland.  3marks 

 

Q.19. Suggest any two measures to check the social divisions. 3marks 
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Q.20. Explain with examples the two bases for the origin of social differences. 3marks 

 

Q.21. Compare overlapping and cross cutting of social differences with one example each.    

          3marks 

 

SECTION - C 

Q.22. What lessons have been learnt from the Civil Rights Movement of Martin Luther  

           king in the USA? 5marks 

 

Q.23. What have been the consequences of the political expression of gender division in free  

          India? What is the status of women’s representation in India’s legislative bodies?  

          5marks 

 

Q.24. In what way did print affect the reformers? Explain with example. 5marks 

 

      OR 

Explain the different ways in which the novel in India attempted to create a sense of 

Pan-Indian Belonging. 

 

Q.25. What is development? What are the indicators used by UNDP for measuring  

          development? Compare it with the World Bank report. 5marks 

 

Q.26. Explain any five factors responsible for the formation of soil. 5marks 

 

Q.27. What provisions have been made in the Constitution of India to make it a Secular  

           State ? Describe. 5marks 

 

Q.28. ”Both Belgium and Sri Lanka are democracies with a difference”. Support the  

            statement by giving three points of difference. 5marks 
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Q.29. Elections are all about caste and nothing else. Explain the statement. 5marks 

 

Q.30. Two features (A) and (B) are shown in the given political outline map of India.  

           Identify these features with the help of following information and write their correct  

           names on the lines market on the map. 3marks 

 

(A) bhakra Nangal Project  (B) Bihar 

(C) Black Soil 

On the same political map of India, Locate and label Rihand. 
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